Why Don't the Dark Ones Want Us to Change Their Narrative?
The reason for this is is because of their "narrative", the status quo that all brainwashed people on earth
believe. Lightworkers know differently because we are working with the Light and we are enlightening
(yes, you see that - adding light to) what the people already believe. We are changing the narrative to
one of truth and in so doing, turning people against their evil controllers.
So we're changing people's minds.
What Is Their Narrative?
The narrative is broadcast on TV, it's in newspapers and people subscribe to it as a means of living in
the Matrix. The narrative is highly toxic, focused on harm, death, destruction, sickness, pedophilia,
oppression, majorities versus minorities, division of humanity on earth into sub-species, etc etc.
Everything that is contrary to the true nature of a human.
They broadcast lies on television because what they want you to do is to believe it, and then to create it
for them. How many people believed in “Weapons of Mass Destruction” and allowed a war to ensue in
the Middle East? The DS used their typical theme of “you have to allow us to do this otherwise you'll
be destroyed – this is for your own good,” to scare people into creating this war, into supporting it.
Dark ones can't make a move unless we allow it, not a move. So they manipulate us into believing that
what they are doing is for our benefit when in fact, it benefits them and more people die.
If enough people's energy were against all of their tactics and control, they wouldn't be able to make a
move. We control them and we don't even realize it. It's our world and we say what happens here –
unless we give that power away to others, which we do all the time.
Why Do They Employ It?
Their narrative is based on lies because that's the only way they can keep our collective vibration down:
by lying. We are beings of Truth, so to decrease our frequency, they lie to us and have us believing that
that's the way we really are. It's not.
The danger in that for the dark ones is that they have no power unless they brainwash the people of
earth. As soon as the people of earth begin to understand the truth of their lives here, and how they've
been captured, controlled and violated on a daily basis, they will fight back. They will take their minds
back from the brainwashing. You see this now with the v. It seems to be backfiring nicely on them.
The reason the dark ones don't want us fighting back is simple: we're more powerful than they are. The
fact that they have a parasitic relationship with us being the energy donors, confirms that.
Why Are We Changing It?

Earth is going through an ascension event and it's the perfect opportunity for people to ascend and
leave these dark ones behind. Without us, they will die because they feed off our energy.
We hold the power. The only way they can control us and exploit us as they have been is by convincing
us we're powerless. So we live in a society of victims.
Ivo's love is a threat to their narrative and control over this world. Your waking up to the truth is a
threat to their narrative and control over this world.
When two strong lightworkers get together and start communicating, they do everything they can to
stop it. They don't care if I influence people they still have a strong hold on, but when two people who
have risen in consciousness and truth start influencing each other, this is a worse threat to them and
they will intervene to the best of their ability.

